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Our spaces are an extension of our personalities and reflect who we are. 

Whether you love a classic setting or a boho vibe, you place a part of 

yourself in all the decor that you pick and choose. At Ira Berry Creations, 

we understand this and help you give your spaces your personal touch, 

through our everyday delights and evergreen creations. 

Blending the best of nature's bounty with sartorial elegance, our eclectic 

range of fabrics, cushions, coasters and more add a touch of floral 

finesse. What's more, our flamboyant array of designs and colours let 

you mix and match your way to a vibrant home. Whether you wish to 

accentuate your decor with a kaleidoscope of colours or tone it down 

with just a single striking piece, we are here for you.

LET YOUR DECOR REFLECT 
WHO YOU ARE



IRA BERRY
Founder

The eponymous lady behind the brand, Ira is 

deeply perceptive, and is always inspired by  her 

surroundings. She has always been a creative 

soul who took to designing at a young age. 

Before branching into her own, she held a  

professional career under the guidance of a 

renowned interior designer. Her father’s demise 

a few years back left her devoid of inspiration, 

until she attended a Zentangle workshop in 2017, 

which helped her  understand that there are no 

mistakes in life, gratitude is the first step of the 

process. That’s also when she learned that there 

exists an artist in each of us and was restless to 

get back to her calling. 

THE 

CREATIVE FORCE

WHO MAKES IT 

ALL HAPPEN
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THE INSPIRATION

Ira has always been a creative soul. With a deep 

love for nature and all things innovative, Ira took 

to painting at a young age and went on to study 

interior design. Inspired by the iconic 

‘Cosmic Man’ designed by her father and a 

Zentangle workshop in 2017, Ira decided to 

combine her love for art with her relentless 

endeavour to make spaces more stylish and 

personalised. And from this deeply personal 

journey was born Ira Berry Creations – an 

expression of not just her imaginative personality 

but also the perfect ode to her father’s name.
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THE DESIGNS

Bold, vibrant and unique - our designs are sometimes 

inspired by nature, and at times by works of art. 

We are open to executing designs that our clients have 

predetermined as well.

THE PROCESS

Our skilled illustrators and designers draw each and 

every design and pattern conceived by our team by 

hand, before digitally rendering them on handpicked 

fabrics of premium quality. The ideation process itself 

is very organic and intuitive and we seek inspiration 

everywhere. Our experienced and well-versed draping 

team then scales the designs as per our client’s space 

and requirements.
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Whether it's the vibrant patterns on a butterfly or the stunning colours of fresh blooms, 

all that we do is an ode to nature. We not only try to capture the grandeur of nature in all 

its glory but also add our own twist to it, so what you have is truly unique. Truly you.

INSPIRED BY NATURE. 
IMAGINED FOR EVERYDAY USE.

Our eclectic collection of decorative plates crafted in exquisite bone china is the 

perfect pick-me-up for a gloomy day. Whether you want to embrace their functional 

side and serve up cold cuts, starters and cheeses or show them off on your walls, you 

are going to have a fabulous time!

DECORATIVE PLATES

With their sleek glossy vinyl finish and rugged wooden texture, our charming 

coaster collections make for a sassy addition to your home like no other. Use them 

for their functional purpose or play them up as decor details, the choice is yours!

COASTERS 

With their utilitarian side and artisanal touch rolled into a potent combination, our 

placemats bring your spaces alive in a subtle yet sophisticated way. The quirky collection 

is made of elegant vinyl finish with glossy overtones and classic wooden feel to jazz up 

any accessory. Moreover, their easy-to-wipe texture helps you be guest-ready, always.

PLACEMATS
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In curious patterns and a kaleidoscope of colours, our range of upholstery 

and curtain fabric will make your home sparkle in all its grandeur. 

UPHOLSTERY & CURTAIN FABRIC

A well-positioned cushion can elevate the room like nothing else. Choose 

from our flamboyant range or create your own to make your spaces come 

together in lyrical harmony.

CUSHIONS

In patterns that complement the wearer, our bathrobe designs will help you 

make a striking statement, effortlessly! From floral to nature-inspired patterns, 

there’s a lot to choose from.

BATHROBES

Your wallpapers say a lot about you. And we will help you say the right 

things! From quirky to classic and an enviable palette to go with it, we have 

you covered.

CUSTOMIZED WALLPAPERS
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COLLECTIONS 

THAT 

NEVER GO OUT OF 

STYLE
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FLEURS DE PARIS

The Fleurs de Paris captures the joy of 

nature in bold and bright shades, perfect 

to give your home a magnificent 

makeover. In three striking shades of 

flamboyant red, gorgeous green and sunny 

ochre, get set to dramatise with red, subtle 

it out with green or class it up with ochre.
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AZOREAN 
RHAPSODY

Inspired by the dramatic and dazzling 

landscapes of Azores, this collection is 

bursting with flowers and greens, so your 

spaces look majestic and striking.
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SUMMER LOVE

Lush lilies and colourful butterflies waltz 

around in exquisite elegance in this 

flamboyant collection. If summer 

reminds you of picnics by the beach and 

orchards dotted with blooms, this is the 

collection for you.
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SUMMER 
SERENDIPITY

This vibrant collection captures the 

magnificence of peacock, its minute 

detailing, exotic patterns and vivid hues in 

a beautiful, summer-y symphony.
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DAHLIA DREAMS 

There's something magical about vivacious 

flowers, isn't it? Our collection marries the 

beauty of Dahlias with a touch of our 

creativity to bring you magic like you have 

never seen before.
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At Ira Berry Creations, it's been 

our endeavour to add a bit of 'you' to your 

spaces. Whether you love classic designs or 

contemporary touches; eclectic vibes or kitschy 

feel; sophisticated charm or cosy style, we have 

a gamut of collections to cater to all that you 

love. So go on, get ready to revamp your spaces 

like never before! You can reach out to us and 

get started on doing up your homes, your way.
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@IraBerryCreations  | @IraBerryCreations

L7, Hauz Khas Enclave, New Delhi 110016

www.iraberrycreations.com  | +91 84487 71600


